2022 PRODUCT CATALOGUE

The world’s no.1
supplier of ice bath
systems.

Reach beyond your limits by cold conditioning
your body to recover faster.
Mastering the extreme conditions of the iCool ice baths unlocks hidden abilities that enhance your
performance and recovery.
After an intense training session it’s important to give our bodies an opportunity to recuperate. But for
those athletes between events during a competition—it’s likely they’ll need to facilitate a more-rapidthan-usual recovery. The iCool ice baths speed up the process by mitigating inflammation and delayedonset muscle pain.
Not only does ice bath submersion improve recovery from exercise-induced muscle injury—it also helps
to repair damage associated with intense physical training. When we learn to embrace the power of ice
cold water which the iCool ice bath systems provide, we can extend the realms of recovery beyond what
we thought possible.

HOW ICOOLSPORT IS REVOLUTIONISING THE ICE BATH INDUSTRY
PERFORMANCE
Today’s iCools have the best cooling performance that technology allows. All our models come with best in class heat pumps design, super
efficient both in chilling & heating, with the maximum cooling power in the smallest possible spaces.

TECHNOLOGY
At our Australian headquarters, our dedicated design team is continuously improving our award winning range inspired by expert feedback
from thousands of iCool owners around the world & constantly designing groundbreaking new products.

RANGE
iCool manufactures the largest range of ice bath recovery products available anywhere. Models for every type of sport and sport
physiotherapy, ranging from single athletes to 12-person pools for entire teams and everything in between.

VALUE
Manufactured from the highest quality materials & components for long service life. Sessions are quick to set up, easy to use & easy to
pack up & transport. Great performance, excellent value. Priced to be as affordable as possible.
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1. Portable Chillers

Our cooling & heating units are very powerful heat pumps specifically designed for fast
chilling (and heating in some models) modern ice baths. The electronic control of the
advanced refrigerant gas makes them uniquely capable of the most effective chilling of any
tub. They can chill (or heat) any type and size of pool, any iCool pool or even your own bath.
Check your pool size and find the best model for you.
Units can be connected with standard hoses or PVC pipes and installed anywhere you want.
The only requisitions are to protect them from direct sun and rain, and to provide adequate
airflow around the units.
All models have the accurate capacity to cool the water down to 5ºC and the Dual Temperature
models can heat the water up to 45ºC. The time taken for each circumstance depends on many
variables: the amount of water, the surrounding room temperature, the ventilation around the
unit, the initial temperature of the water, the insulation of the pool, etc.
For the most efficient chilling, iCool recommends to use specifically designed pools for ice
bath therapy that have the best insulation for the least waste of energy. If the pool is not well
insulated, a lot of energy is wasted and the longer it will take to chill the water.

ONE TOUCH GO
All iCool systems are controlled by a full HD Touch Screen.
The screen looks and works just like your smart phone. To
our industry leading user interface we have added “One
Touch Go” fully automatic start up. Just set the temp, touch
the START button and the built in intelligence does all the
rest. It runs the entire start up sequence on its own and
can even find and correct some common set up mistakes
for you.
Remote control available from smart phones, tablets &
computers.

COMPACT RANGE

COMPACT COOL

COMPACT COOL DUAL TEMP

COMPACT XP

COMPACT XP DUAL TEMP

ICEMAN

Cooling unit for baths up to

Cooling or heating unit for

Extra power cooling unit for

Extra power cooling or heating unit for

Extra power cooling unit capable of

500L | 5ºC

baths up to 500L | 5ºC to 45ºC

baths up to 2,000L | 5ºC

baths up to 2,000L | 5ºC to 45ºC

temperatures NEAR ZERO

USD 5,970

USD 6,970

USD 8,499

USD 9,499

USD 9,599
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INCLUDED IN ALL COMPACT MODELS

1

2
Industrial water pump
to suit your country's
voltage (110V or 220V)

Complete hose set
with fittings for easy
set up and connection
to any iCool pool or
even your own bath
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3
10 inch Full
HD Capacitive
Touch Screen
with remote
control from
smartphones
& computers
available

OPTIONAL TRAVEL CASES
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With experienced design engineers and
a team of dedicated experts, we have
internally redesigned the Compact travel
cases to offer peace of mind during
transit.

COMPACT HARD CASE PRO

ICEMAN HARD CASE PRO

Blue travel case (new model)

Black travel case (new model)

$1,299

$1,299

NEW EFFECTIVE
MODULAR
DESIGN WITH THE
BEST COMBINATION
OF MATERIALS AND
MILITARY GRADE
CUSTOM-CUT FOAM
TO PROTECT YOUR
EQUIPMENT AND ITS
ACCESSORIES.

OPTIONAL REMOTE COMPACT SCREEN
($999)

+

All Compact models are also available in
a remote controlled version with a 13 inch
Colour Touch Screen.

+

The remote screen can be wall mounted
and is ideal if your Compact unit is not in
the same area as your pool.

+

It can be installed with a connecting data
cable (the length is up to you) or it can
be set up to operate wirlesssly over WiFi
through your smartphone.

+
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Additional cost of $999 for this version

2. Inflatable baths

iCool has been the world’s leading supplier of ice bath and recovery equipment for more than
15 years. Ranging from inflatable pools, hard pools and stadium-size pools, all iCool pools
have been specifically designed for use in ice bath therapy. Far from the ordinary spa baths,
there is no comparison in design, strength, performance & value for money.
Already installed in more than 100 sports stadiums around the world, iCool has been
the chosen brand by teams & individuals from more than 50 countries at every Olympic,
Commonwealth, Asian, Pan American Games & countless other sporting events every year.
The design of the pools is based on years of recovery bath experience in the field and the
expert advice of highly respected recovery experts at The Australian Institute of Sport.
Choose any iCool pool and add a perfectly matched cooling or heating unit and you have the
easiest and fastest way to install a world class fully automatic recovery room anywhere you
need it, while saving both time and money compared to any other solution. For the perfect
contrast therapy, set 2 pools, one hot and one cold.

ICEPRO RANGE

Bringing revolutionary strenght to portable ice
bath technology.

ICEONE

ICEMATE

ICEMAN

Single person inflatable pool

2-person inflatable pool

2-person

115 x 55 x 59.4 cm

185 x 60 x 59.4 cm

inflatable pool (ultimate cold super
insulated)

USD $999

USD 1,299

USD 1,499

All models come with a hand pump, carry bag, repair kit, chamois cloth and water inlet & outlet points.
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Powerful
recovery,
wherever you
want, with the
ability to be
used with just
ice or with any
Compact cooling
or heating unit.

THE ICEPRO REVOLUTION

Super light weight
and compact, easy to
transport by bus, plane,
train or car.

Rock-hard rigidity,
tough enough to hold
up to 90Kg on the
edges without bending
or spilling
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With the ability
to connect to our
Compact units,
you and your
team won't have
to worry about
lugging around
bags of ice. Just
set the temp and
the unit does the
rest.

3. All-in-one systems

MIPOD RANGE

'Your recovery, your way' with the new Mipod
baths, combining the strenght of carbon fiber with
the power of iCool technology.

2 sizes

+
+

Mipod mini
Mipod Pro

5 models

+
+
+
+
+
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Chill (5ºC)
Hot (45ºC)
Dual Temp (5ºC to 45ºC)
Remote (use with any Compact)
Ice (use with just ice)

MIPOD MINI

MIPOD PRO

1-person fiberglass tub
1,3 x 0,75 x 1,04 m

1-3 person fiberglass tub
1,5 x 0,8 x 1,2 m

INCLUDED IN CHILL/HOT/DUAL TEMP MODELS

1

2
Powerful built-in advanced
technology heat pump &
water circulation pump.

Internal steps and
drain point at the
bottom of the pool
(ladders not included)
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3
Fully automatic
operation
controlled by a
13 inch Full HD
Capacitive Remote
Touch Screen with
wall mount bracket.
24/7 operation
available.

CHILL
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Bringing the benefits of ice bath therapy into the comfort of your home.
Take control of your health with elite water immersion when and where
you need it most with the Cold Only Mipod with built-in cooling unit.

MIPOD MINI CHILL

MIPOD PRO CHILL

Single person all-in-one ice bath

1 to 3-person all-in-one ice bath

(Cold Only) | 5ºC

(Cold Only) | 5ºC

USD 10,499

USD 12,499

Combining award-winning heat pump technology with the highest quality multi-layer carbon fiber reinforced glass finish, the MiPOD is built to be
always on and always ready for use in homes, gyms and other commercial applications. Just fill up, set the temperature and press START.

HOT

Enjoy a hot spa anywhere you want with the Mipod Hot version with
temps up to 45ºC (heat only).

MIPOD MINI HOT

MIPOD PRO HOT

Single person all-in-one hot bath

1 to 3-person all-in-one hot bath

(heating only) | 45ºC

(heating only) | 45ºC

USD 7,499

USD 9,499

Just fill up, set the temperature and press START.
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DUAL TEMP

Enjoy the option of choosing either cold or hot therapy with
the Mipod Dual Temp - temps from 5ºC to 45ºC.

MIPOD MINI DT

MIPOD PRO DT

Single person all-in-one hot bath

1 to 3-person all-in-one hot bath

(heating only) | 45ºC

(heating only) | 45ºC

USD 11,499

USD 13,499

Just fill up, set the temperature and press START.
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ICE

With the highest quality multi-layer cabron fiber reinforced glass finish, the
MiPod Ice is built to be used with just ICE (chiller not included).

MIPOD MINI ICE

MIPOD PRO ICE

Single person bath

1 to 3-person bath

(no chiller)

(no chiller)

USD 4,499

USD 4,999

No external plumbing required. Just drop in place, fill with water, add ice and enjoy.
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REMOTE

Pair the Mipod to an external chiller. Choose from any of our iCool
Compact models.
Cool

USD 5,970

Cool Dual Temp
USD 6,970

XP

OR
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USD 8,499

MIPOD MINI REMOTE

MIPOD PRO REMOTE

Single person bath with connections

1 to 3-person bath with connections

for Compact chiller

for Compact Chiller

USD 4,999

USD 5,499

XP Dual Temp
USD 9,499

IceMan
USD 9,599

OPTIONAL LADDER (PRO: $1,299 MINI: $999 )

OPTIONAL SANITISATION
SYSTEM ULTRA ZONE ($799)

OPTIONAL COLOUR: BLUE OR
GREY (NO CHARGE)
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4. Plunge Pods

ICEPOD RANGE
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Hard pools are also available for individuals
or small teams looking for a semipermanent ice bath set up.

ICEPOD

ICEPOD DUO

3-person hard pool
1,53 x 0,82 x 1,19 m

3/6-person hard pool
2,72 x 0,82 x 1,13 m

USD 1,499

USD 2,499

OPTIONAL ICEPOD LIDS

Add perfectly fitting safety lids to keep water clean in dusty
areas, to keep hot pools hot & to save electricity.
CUSTOM MADE WITH POLYETHYLENE IN AUSTRALIA
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ICEPOD LID

ICEPOD DUO LIDS

Lid for IcePod

2 x lids for IcePod Duo

$299

$598

5. Recovery Pools

TEAM RECOVERY RANGE

Stadium-size pools are the best solution for recovery rooms in Sports Clubs, Colleges,
Stadiums, Gyms & Hotels. Paired to any Turbo unit, they are the perfect fully automatic
recovery system available anywhere.

TR 3000

TR 4000

SPA JETS

10-person fiberglass pool

12-person extra large fiberglass pool

Optional Jets for
"Hot only" pools

USD 19,000
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USD 24,000

USD $1,000

OPTIONAL TR POOL BLANKETS
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Add thermal pool covers to your TR pools to speed up
heating, retain temperature and minimise evaporation.
This will reduce chemical consumption by half &
substancially reduce your power bill.

TR 3000 BLANKET

TR 4000 BLANKET

Sized to TR 3000 pool

Sized to TR 4000 pool

$450

$495

MANUFACTURED
USING A DOUBLE
REINFORCED 4.5MM
THICK MULTI-LAYERED
CONSTRUCTION WITH A
WATERPROOF, CLOSEDCELL POLYETHYLENE
FOAM.

1. Large Pool Chiller

TURBO RANGE
Designed to
power extra
large ice
baths and
all our Team
Recovery
pools.
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Controlled by a large wall mounted remote control touch
screen, Turbos are economical to own, easy to use and
capable of 24/7 non-stop operation with remote control
available from smartphones, tablets and computers.

TURBOCOOL

TURBO DUAL TEMP

TURBO HOT

Cooling unit for

Cooling or heating unit for

Heating unit for

large pools up to 5,000L | 5ºC

large pools up to 5,000L | 5ºC to 45ºC

large pools up to 5,000L | up to 45ºC

screen included

screen included

screen included

USD 16,999

USD 17,999

USD 13,999

REMOTE TURBO SCREEN (INCLUDED
WITH THE TURBO)

+

All Turbo units have an in-built
intelligence for consistent accurate
control of water temperatures and
operate from a wall mounted 15 inch Full
HD Capacitive Touch Screen (not included
in the price of a turbo).

+

The screen looks and works just like any
smartphone and is sealed with tough poly
glass for protection against splashing
water and dust.

+

To our industry leading user interface
we have added the "One Touch Go" fully
automatic start up. Just touch the START
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ACCESSORIES

FITTINGS ($15)

Our standard quick snap water connectors are easy to use with fittings
sized and colour coded according to where they connect for easy
identification & set up.

HL-2471

HL-2571

HL-2410

HL-2540

HL-2320

HL-2530

Green conector with swivel

Red conector with swivel

Green hose joiner set

Red hose joiner set

Green universal tap connector

Red universal tap connector

Compact unit

Compact unit

Compact unit

Compact unit

IcePro range

IcePro range

out of stock

$15

$15

$15

$15

$15
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+

IMPORTANT UPDATE: COLOURS MAY VARY DUE TO SUPPLY SHORTAGES

HOSE SET ($199)

3 IN 1 set that includes:
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+

1 hose of 18 mm x 3 meters (water out)

+

1 hose of 12 mm x 3 meters (water in)

+

1 hose of 18 mm x 0.5 m (pump)

+

Cost: $199

+

IMPORTANT UPDATE: COLOURS MAY VARY
DUE TO SUPPLY SHORTAGES

220V DAVEY WATER PUMP ($599)*

+

Robust pump design combined with
powerful moto options that delivers high
performance for a satisfying ice bath
experience

+

Provided with IEC sock and hose link

+

Comes with corrosion resistant 316SS

fittings t connect to any Compact chiller

pump shaft to ensure years of troublefree use, even in salt water spa pool
applications, for an extended pump life

+

Large suction & discharge outlets allow
for higher performanve but a lower noise
levels, ensuring a powerful yet relaxing ice
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bath experience.

*Available for countries using 220 or 240 volts

MULTI-VOLTAGE MARLIN PUMP ($350)*

+

International pump that can be used
underwater or out of the water as long as
there is a constant flow of water.

+

Can be used in salt or freshwater.

+

Multi-voltage of 110v or 220v.

+

Siz Pole Intelligent DC three-phase drive.

+

High flow rate selectable up to 4,000 litres/
hour. Constant flow rate power from 10w to
70w max (20 levels).

+
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Includes fittings to connect to any Compact
chiller.
*Available for countries using 100 to 250 volts

DAVEY HYDRO PUMP ($1,024)*
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+

Hydrotherapy Water pump for Hot Team

+

Superior rust-resistant brass impeller

+

Fully automatic operation controlled from

+

Requires low maintenance

+

Voltage: 220/240V | 50/60Hz

+

Max. current: 10AMP

Recovery pools

the Turbo Remote Screen

*Available for countries using 220 or 240 volts

To maintain the water quality of your pool and keep your system free of foreign
debris, we recommend using a Cartridge Filter designed to protect your pump
by filtering the water and keeping it clean and crystal clear. Different models
available to suit all types and sizes of pools.

FILTERS
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SKIMMER REP.
FILTER

DAVEY CRYSTALCLEAR
CARTRIDGE FILTER

DAVEY REP.
FILTER

COMPACT CARTRIDGE
FILTER

COMPACT REP.
FILTER

Replacement filter for TR pools

Filter for medium sized pools

Replacement filter for Davey
CrystalClear

Filter for small pools
Compact unit

Replacement filter for Compact
Cartridge Filter

$49

$599

$199

$199

$39

Products coming soon
Our dedicated team is continuously
improving our award winning range and
designing even more groundbreaking
new products.

+

Compact Hot - Heat only machine for

+

IceShower: the first ever ice shower

+

MiCool: the smallest ice bath machine

small baths

Check our website and subscribe to our newsletter to
be the first to know!
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For more
info & latest
specifications visit
icoolsport.com

